Aiming at the shortcomings of formal logic research in the domain of service recommendation, this paper proposes a mobile service recommendation model MSR-SC based on situation calculus. On the basis of the basic method and the general process of mobile service recommendation, the logical theory system of situation calculus is introduced. With the initial situation as the starting point, much situation in specific action domain, fluent domain and situation domain are dynamically evolved according to certain rules. Finally, in order to verify the logical validity of the model, a formal description of a mobile service recommendation instance using MSR-SC is given. As can be seen from the example, the model has logic validity and correctness.
INTRODUCTION
At present, the popularity of mobile Internet services [1] , the relevant research mostly concentrated in the numerical optimization level, although the numerical optimization method has the advantages of easy to use and the phenomenon of intuitive, must be in a specific environment and specific data set to have a better result. In addition, the numerical optimization method cannot delve deeper into the dynamic evolution process and evolution of mobile service recommendation activities from the logical level [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In view of this problem, this paper constructs ________________________ Weihong Wang, Dawei Zhang, Yuhui Cao, Fuxiang Zhou, Institute of Information and technology Hebei University of Economics and Business, Shijiazhuang, China, 050061 the mobile service recommendation model based on situation calculus MSR-SC. Based on the theory of situation calculus, this model analyzes the composition of the internal situation context elements in the mobile service recommendation process. A moment state of the mobile service recommendation process as a scene, through the action to achieve changes in the situation, while characterizing the conditions of action and state of the subsequent changes in the situation, and then you can use a series of situation to represent the mobile service recommended internal process.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF MSR-SC MODEL
This article uses the data set MovieLens 1M to id 3, the age of 25 years old, usually often like to see each movie has a score of the user Billy. This article uses the user gender, age and occupation to represent the user's internal information.
Situation Initialization
MSR-SC with get to get the user's information, capture action is divided into two types: get_inner and get_outter. Each refinement action is defined as (1) and (2).
get_inner(u,i 1 )
(1)
The u represents the user, u∈U, where U is the set of users. i1 represents the intrinsic personalized attribute information of user u, i1∈{g,a,h,w,o,m}=I, where g is the sex of u,g∈{0,1} (0 for females, 1 for men). a is the age of u, a∈{x | x ∈ (199) ∩ x∈N}. h is the height of u, h∈ {x | x ∈ (0,2.00) ∩x ∈ Q}. w is the weight of u, w∈{x | x ∈ (0,300) ∩ x ∈ Q}. o is u's occupation, o∈{x | x ∈ [1,17] ∩ x ∈ N}.m is the mood of u, m∈{x | x ∈ [1,5] ∩ x ∈ N}.i2 denotes the external environment information of user u, i2∈{t, l, wea} = O, in which t is time, t∈{x | x
Secondly, set is used to construct a matrix or matrix reorganization, as defined by equations (3) and (4) .
The α is the matrix name, mat(m, n) constructs a new empty matrix of m rows and n columns. R is the matrix reordering rule R∈{row, col}, num represents the number of rows or columns. Instance application initialization situation is as follows.
Create initialization information ¬getting_inner(Billy,i1, σ0)， ¬getting_inner(Billy,i 1 
Data Filtering and Matrix Assignment and Extraction
MSR-SC uses sel to do the data filtering action, it assigned the value, selected in the matrix a, to the corresponding position of the matrix v, as follows (5):
The put is used to assign an element to the score matrix and assign the value v to the elements of i row and j column of α. The relative action extrac will fetch the data from i row and j row of the matrix a.
put(α,i,j,v)
extrac(α,i,j) 
Similarity Calculation and Scoring Prediction
The cal is used to calculate similarity and predictive scores. And the action cal is further refined to cal_sim and cal_pre, which are used to calculate the similarity between the users and the predicted score of the target user for a certain service.
cal_sim(vec i ,vec j ,f)
(8)
The veci and vecj represent the score vectors of two users for the same service. The simi and veck represent the similarity of the target user to other users and the ratings of other users to the target service. 1) Extract similar user ratings from historical data set_re (same_user,col,0) 
VALIDITY ANALYSIS OF THE MSR-SC MODEL
Follow the behavioral axiom, calculate according to the above situation evolution logic, and finally select the N highest scores from the data set, and sort to recommend the output to the user. 1) Select the N highest ratings service set_re (B_sco,row,0) America (1996) ,…] Analysis of the above example results can be found that this model not only have a highly useful value, but also have the general nature of the recommended process. So the use of MSR-SC can accurately, efficiently and clearly describe the internal changes in mobile services recommended process.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper constructs the mobile service recommendation model MSR-SC based on situation calculus. The state of the moment as a situation, through the action to achieve changes in the situation, while characterizing the preconditions and state of the subsequent changes in the situation, and then you can use a series of situation to represent the mobile service recommended internal process.
